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Introduction

● Personal recommendation has sparked a lot of interest in rich structured 
information in the form of knowledge graphs

● Most existing approaches only focus on using knowledge graphs for more 
accurate recommendation



Introduction

● This paper performs explicit reasoning with knowledge for decision making so 
that the recommendations are supported by an interpretable causal inference 
procedure.

● They propose a method called Policy-Guided Path Reasoning, which uses 
both recommendation and interpretability by providing actual paths in a 
knowledge path.



Introduction

4 main contributions

● Highlight the significance of incorporating knowledge graphs into 
recommendation to formally define and interpret the reasoning process

● Propose a reinforcement learning (RL) approach featuring an innovative soft 
reward strategy, user-conditional action pruning and a multi-hop scoring 
function

● Design a policy-guided graph search algorithm to efficiently and effectively 
sample reasoning paths for recommendation

● Extensively evaluate our method on several large-scale real-world benchmark 
datasets, obtaining favorable results compared with state-of-the-art methods



Methodology: Problem Formulation 1

KGRE-Rec Problem

Inputs: knowledge graph, user
Outputs: set of recommended items such that each pair of user 
and set of items is associated with one reasoning path



Example

Algorithm would output one of the following paths:

● “user A -> “purchase” -> “item B” -> “purchase” -> “user B” -> “purchase” -> “item A”
● “user A” -> “mention” -> “feature A” -> “described_by” -> “item A”



Methodology: Problem Formulation 2

Goal: Simultaneously conduct item recommendation and path finding

Challenges:

● Do not have pre-defined targeted items for any user
● Not applicable to use a binary reward indicating whether the user interacts with the item or not
● Out-degrees of some entities may be very large, degrading efficiency of finding paths

Important Aspects

● Incorporate the uncertainty of how an item is relevant to a user based on the rich heterogeneous 
information given by the knowledge graph (KG)

● Effectively perform edge pruning and efficiently search relevant paths towards potential items using 
the reward as a heuristic

● Diversity of reasoning paths for recommended items should be guaranteed for every user



Overall Solution

Policy-Guided Path Reasoning (PGPR) method for explainable recommendation over knowledge graphs

● Solves the problem through reinforcement learning (RL) 
○ making recommendations while simultaneously searching paths in the context of rich 

heterogeneous information in the knowledge graph

● Train an RL agent that learns to navigate to potentially “good” items conditioned on the starting user 
in the KG environment

● Agent is then exploited to efficiently sample reasoning paths for each user leading to the 
recommended items

● Sampled paths serves as the explanations for the recommended items



RL-based Approach

User-Conditional Action Pruning Strategy

● Keeps the promising edges conditioned on the starting user based on a 
scoring function. 

● Scoring function maps any edge to a real-valued score conditioned on a user

Soft Reward Strategy

● Unfeasible to consider binary rewards indicating whether the agent has 
reached a target or not

● Instead agent is encouraged to explore as many “good” paths as possible. A 
“good path” is one that leads to an item that a user will interact with.



Methodology: Beam Search-Based Algorithm

● Most search methods will return similar reasoning paths from a user to candidate items

● Solution: use beam search to return a wide variety of recommended items, ranked 
based on their path reward

● In the case that multiple sequences result in the same item in, choose the path with the 
highest generative probability



Methodology: Beam Search-Based Algorithm

Beam search is a greedy breadth-first search algorithm that chooses the k tokens with the highest 
conditional probability at each time step. k is a predetermined parameter called the “beam size”. At each 
time step, the current sequence is returned as a possible output sequence

k = 2



Experimentation: Data Description

● Data from 4 categories on Amazon: 
CDs and Vinyl, Clothing, Cell 
Phones, and Beauty

● Each category was treated 
separately during the experiment

● Data was preprocessed using a 
frequency metric that removed 
irrelevant words

● 70% of data was used for training, 
30% for testing



Experiment Setup: Other Models

● Models used for comparison:
○ BPR - Bayesian personalized ranking model
○ BPR-HFT - Hidden Factors and Topics model
○ VBPR - Visual Bayesian Personalized Ranking
○ TransRec
○ DeepCoNN - Deep Cooperative Neural Networks
○ CKE - Collaborative Knowledge base Embedding
○ JRL



Experiment Setup: Evaluation Methods

● Each model was applied to each category and evaluated using:
○ NDCG
○ Recall
○ HR
○ Precision

● Metrics were based on top 10 predictions



Experiment Results

● Results were compelling: PGPR outperformed all other methods in every 
metric across the 4 categories

● Success rate for finding valid paths: 50%
● PGPR was able to find multiple lines of reasoning for some recommendations
● Performance improved with smaller action space → good scoring function



Experiment: Multi-Hop Scoring Function

Determine whether multi-hop scoring functions can improve recommendation performance 
as opposed to the default 1-hop



Experiment: Sampling Size in Path Reasoning

Determine how the sampling size for path reasoning influences recommendation 
performance



Experiment: History Representations

Determine how different representations of state history influence the method



Conclusions and Future Work

● Future models should have the ability to perform explicit reasoning over 
knowledge for decision making

● For future work, PGPR can be used for many other graph based tasks 
including product search and social recommendation.

● PGPR can also be used to model time-evolving graphs for dynamic decision 
support.
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